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ABSTRACT

Observations of the extended corona obtained with the Ultraviolet Coronagraph Spectrometer (UVCS) on board
the Solar andHeliospheric Observatory (SOHO ) during the solar minimum years 1996 and 1997 have been analyzed
to derive the oxygen abundance in the outer corona. A comparison of the absolute coronal abundance, measured in the
coronal regions surrounding the quiescent solar minimum streamers, to the heliospheric values confirms that these
regions are the dominant sources of the slow solar wind. However, the inferred coronal abundances are consistent
with the heliospheric values only in case the ion velocity distribution is anisotropic and enhanced across the coronal
magnetic field. Thus this analysis also leads to the conclusion that energy is deposited in the slow coronal wind at least
up to 2.7 R� and that the efficiency of energy deposition is likely to be related to the local coronal magnetic topology.

Subject headinggs: solar wind — Sun: corona — Sun: UV radiation

1. INTRODUCTION

Comparison of solar and heliospheric elemental composition
provides the means to identify the coronal sources of the helio-
spheric wind streams. The aim of this study is to compare the ab-
solute oxygen abundance measured in the coronal wind to that
detected in situ in slow wind streams to substantiate the finding
that the slowwind is generated at the edges of the solar minimum
polar coronal holes, close to the streamer boundary (Antonucci
et al. 2005).

In the upper chromosphere abundances can be affected by an
atom-ion separation process depending on the element first ion-
ization potential (FIP). This process leads to an enrichment of
low-FIP elements (<10 eV ) in the slow and fast wind relative to
the photosphere; the effect, however, ismore enhanced in the slow
wind (von Steiger et al. 2000). Oxygen is an element with high-
FIP (13.6 eV ), the same as hydrogen; thus, its wind abundance
should remain close to photospheric values, and its differentia-
tion in fast and slow wind streams is expected to be low if any.
Yet the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer instrument
on board Ulysses reveals a tendency to a systematic variation of
the oxygen abundance between 5:3 ; 10�4 (8.7) and 6:3 ; 10�4

(8.8), as the wind speed varies between 400 and 800 km s�1

typical values of the slow and fast wind streams, respectively
(von Steiger et al. 1995). Hence, the heliospheric fast wind sub-
stantially retains the photospheric oxygen abundance, 6:7 ;
10�4 (8.83), as determined by Grevesse & Sauval (1998), while
the slow wind tends to be characterized by a lower abundance
than the fast wind. However, according to a recent reassess-
ment by Asplund et al. (2004), the photospheric abundance is
found to be unexpectedly lower, 4:6 ; 10�4 (8.66), than that
measured both in the fast and slow wind streams; but this dis-
crepancy might not be real due to possible systematic errors.

The emission of oxygen ions and hydrogen atoms is well ob-
served in the outer solar corona, where H i Ly� k1216 and the
O vi kk1032 and 1037 are the most intense spectroscopic lines.
Since plasma density becomes extremely low in the outer co-
rona, these lines are dominantly formed by radiative resonance
scattering. This fact has allowed us to identify the solar wind in
the corona by deriving its expansion velocity via Doppler dim-
ming, with the UVCS on board SOHO (e.g., Kohl et al. 1997).

Slow plasma outflows at a speed of 90 km s�1 are observed at
the far edge of polar coronal holes, all along the streamer bound-
ary (Antonucci et al. 2005) as well as above the streamer cusp,
approximately beyond 3 R� (Abbo & Antonucci 2002; Strachan
et al. 2002; Antonucci et al. 2005). It is plausible that a com-
ponent of the slow wind is also originating inside streamers, as
suggested in some studies stimulated by the finding of a deple-
tion of oxygen in the core of quiescent solar minimum streamers.
The oxygen emission shows a strong depletion in the streamer
core combined with a moderate depletion in the bright regions
surrounding the dim core (Noci et al. 1997; Raymond et al.
1997b; Marocchi et al. 2001). If a streamer consists of multiple
regions of closed magnetic fields, open field lines channeling
slowwind could well exist inside the streamer itself, and a smaller
ion drag along these lines might explain the core abundance de-
pletion (Noci et al. 1997). According to an alternative sugges-
tion, slow winds might on the contrary arise from the streamer
bright regions that in this case are identified with the streamer
stalks (Raymond et al. 1997a). However, only upper limits on
coronal expansion speed have been derived so far inside stream-
ers (Frazin et al. 2003). The determination of oxygen abundance
of the plasma flowing outside the streamer boundary is thus a key
element to identify the dominant coronal source of the slowwind
streams in the heliosphere.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DIAGNOSTIC METHOD

The ultraviolet emission of the equatorial streamer belt was
systematically observedwith the SOHOUVCS (Kohl et al. 1997)
in the solar minimum years 1996–1997. The aim of this study is
to measure the absolute oxygen abundance in the coronal regions
affected by low-speed expansion, which are observed outside
coronal streamers at least above 1.8 R� (Antonucci et al. 2005,
hereafter Paper I). The same data analyzed in Paper I are the
object of this investigation. They consist of six streamers ob-
served at high spectral resolution with UVCS, on 1996 August
19, 22, 30, and September 1, and on 1997 April 30 and May 5.

The intensities of the O vi kk1032 and 1037 and H i k1216
lines are derived according to the procedures described in Paper I.
Line intensities are averaged (1) over narrow lanes, 15�–20�

wide, outside the streamer boundaries and (2) inside streamers,
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in a region delimited by the boundaries. The interface between
streamer and coronal hole is defined as the contour where the
streamer peak emission decreases by 1/e. The electron densities
and outflow velocities of the slow wind, averaged over the data
sample, are given in Paper I.

The absolute oxygen abundance NO/NH is derived from the
ratio Ir; O vi/Ir; H i of the radiative components of the O vi k1032
and the H i k1216 line intensities. The diagnostics adopted to
infer the abundance takes into account both the coronal plasma
expansion and the width of the absorbing profile of the coronal
ions/atoms. In the outer corona, the radial component of the out-
flows induces Doppler dimming of the radiative component of
line intensities. Doppler dimming also depends on the coronal
absorbing profile, which can be very broad in the outer corona
due to enhanced ion velocity distributions along the line of sight
(e.g., Antonucci et al. 1997; Kohl et al. 1997).

The coronal H i k1216 emission is predominantly radiative.
The radiative component of the O vi k1032 line, which is sig-
nificantly excited by both radiation and collisions, can be iso-
lated by using the intensities of the O vi doublet (Antonucci et al.
2004). The observed intensities of the O vi kk1032 and 1037
lines are given by the sums of their radiative and collisional
components. The ratio R1 of the radiative components of the two
lines depends on atomic parameters and the plasma expansion
velocity. The ratio R2 of the collisional components of the two
lines is related to atomic parameters only; it is a function of the
electron temperature of the plasma being dependent on the ratio
of the collisional excitation rate coefficients of the atomic tran-
sitions. Radiative and collisional components of the O vi doublet
can then be derived since their are related by four equations, and
in an expanding plasma they are derived as functions of the
outflow velocity. In particular the ratio of the radiative compo-
nents R1 is given by

R1¼
Ir; O vi k1032

Ir; O vi k1037
¼ (bB12k0)1032

(bB12k0)1037

R
los

R
� �(�k1032)p(’) d!ni dlR

los

R
� �(�k1037)p(’) d!ni dl

;

ð1Þ

R1�
(bB12k0)1032
(bB12k0)1037

h
R
� �(�k1032)p(’) d!i

h
R
� �(�k1037)p(’) d!i

: ð2Þ

In equation (1) the quantity b is the branching ratio for radiative
de-excitation, B12 is the Einstein coefficient for absorption, and
k0 is the transition wavelength. The inner integral describes res-
onant scattering of the incident photons received in an infinites-
imal solid angle d! and accounts for Doppler dimming of line
intensity due to the outflow velocity of the coronal plasma. The
quantity p(’) takes into account the geometry of the scatter-
ing process. Resonant scattering, proportional to the ion density
ni, is then integrated along the line of sight (los). The depen-
dence on the ion density and the integration along the los can be
neglected when using the average along the los of the scattering
process, h

R
� �(�k)p(’) d!i (eq. [2]).

The ratio R1 then depends on the Doppler dimming factor
introduced by the dynamics of the expanding plasma �(�k):

�(�k)¼
Z þ1

0

Iex(k� �k; n)�(k� k0) dk; ð3Þ

defined as the integral of the product of the intensity Iex(k; n)
of the exciting spectrum and �(k) as the normalized coronal
absorption profile along the direction of the incident radiation
n; �k is the shift of the disk spectrum introduced by the radial

expansion velocity, w, of the coronal absorbing ions/atoms along
the direction n:

�k¼ k0
c

w = n: ð4Þ

The oxygen abundance is then given by the following equation:
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R
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: ð5Þ

The quantity ½ nH i/nHð Þ/ nO vi/nOð Þ�(Te) is the ratio of the con-
centrations of H i atoms and O vi ions, as a function of the elec-
tron temperature Te. The intensity of the exciting spectrum has
been measured on disk by Curdt et al. (2001).
Systematic uncertainties in deriving the oxygen abundance in

a plasma that is either static or affected by negligible outflows,
such as that confined in a streamer, are discussed in detail by
Marocchi et al. (2001). In order to asses the effect of the dimming
factors on the expected uncertainties of the inferred oxygen
abundance in the slow coronal wind, in the approximation of
equation (2) without performing a full integration along the los,
we have used the following approach. The expected intensities
of the O vi doublet and the H iLy� line are computed on the basis
of the electron density and outflow velocity derived in Paper I,
for an electron temperature typical of coronal holes, and of the
kinetic temperatures derived from the observed oxygen and hy-
drogen lines. The oxygen abundance of the slow heliospheric
wind is assumed. The computation is performed by integrating
the emission along the los in the approximation of cylindrical
symmetry of the streamer belt. The line intensities so inferred are
then analyzed in order to obtain the oxygen abundance via the
approximated method discussed above, in the assumption of iso-
tropic velocity distribution for the oxygen ions and the neutral
hydrogen atoms. The derived abundances are underestimated by
about 20% below 2 R� and less than 10% above that height.
The absolute oxygen abundance can be derived with equa-

tion (1) when the following conditions are fulfilled: (1) oxygen
ionization equilibrium and (2) hydrogen ionization equilibrium.
Otherwise equation (1) can be still used provided that appropri-
ate approximations are taken into account. In the analysis the same
expansion speed w for oxygen and hydrogen outflow compo-
nents is assumed since in the slow coronal wind, according to the
analyses performed up to now, there is no evidence for differ-
ences in outflows of the oxygen and hydrogen components. In
what follows we check for the validity of this condition anyway.

3. CORONAL SLOW WIND TIMESCALES

The O vi ionization equilibrium timescale,

�eq(O vi; r)¼ 1

cj Te(r)½ �þ aj Te(r)½ �þ �i Te(r)½ �þ di Te(r)½ �
� �

ne(r)
;

ð6Þ

is calculated by using the rates of collisional ionization cj (Vornov
1997), autoionization aj (Arnaud & Rothenflug 1985), radiative
recombination �i (Verner & Ferland 1996), and dielectronic
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recombination di (Mazzotta et al. 1998). The electron density
curve, as a function of heliodistance r (Fig. 1),

ne(r)¼
1736:9

r13:72
þ A

rB
þ 4:6

r 2

� �
; 105 cm�3; ð7Þ

fits the results obtained for the slow wind plasma in Paper I, with
A¼ 27:3 and B ¼ 4:2. The first term ensures that the fit tends to
the density values of Guhathakurta et al. (1999) for low r; the
last term ensures that electron density tends to the asymptotic
interplanetary value. In the analysis of the slow wind performed
in Paper I we have assumed that the regions surrounding the
streamer boundaries are characterized by an electron temper-
ature close to the coronal hole one. This parameter is not cru-
cial in deriving the plasma outflow velocity in any case. This is
not the case in deriving the plasma timescales and the oxygen
abundance; therefore, in what follows we use two plausible lim-
its for the electron temperature of the slow wind outside stream-
ers: (1) the values extrapolated from the measurements by David
et al. (1998), valid for the core of a coronal hole (see Antonucci
et al. 2000), and (2) the Gibson et al. (1999) model, valid for
streamers. The results for ionization equilibrium of oxygen five
time ionized �eq(O vi; r) obtained in the two limiting cases are
plotted in Figure 2 (dashed and solid lines, for solar minimum
coronal holes and streamers, respectively).

The timescales for oxygen ionization equilibrium are com-
pared with the expansion time of the slow wind (e.g., Withbroe
et al. 1982),

� exp(r) ¼
w

ne

dne

dr

� ��1

ð8Þ

(circles), in Figure 2. If the slow wind temperature approaches
the streamer one, expansion (circles) occurs more rapidly than
ionization beyond 1.8 R�. Hence, in this case, the oxygen ion
concentration nO vi/nO(Te) attained at about 1.8 R� for Te ¼
1:3 ; 106 K remains frozen in the expanding plasma. If instead
the slow wind temperature is closer to that found in the core of
coronal holes, oxygen ionization freezes lower down, at about
1.6 R� (by extrapolation of the expansion time to lower alti-
tudes). In the latter case, however, thermal conditions vary very
slowly in the outer corona; hence, independent of the fact that

the expansion time is shorter than that for ionization equilibrium,
the ion concentration remains approximately constant.

The ionization equilibrium time for hydrogen, which is close
to the characteristic time for charge exchange between hydrogen
atoms and protons (Fig. 2, dash-dotted line), is attained in a time
shorter than the expansion time out to 3.5 R�. Hence, in the re-
gion of interest neutral hydrogen concentration nH i/nH is always
controlled by the local electron temperature. Thus since oxygen
ionization equilibrium is not strictly verified in the expanding
outer corona, equation (1) used to derive oxygen abundance can
be still applied provided that (1) the oxygen ionization is frozen
at Te ¼1:3 ; 106 K, in one limiting case (while the hydrogen
ionization varies as a function of the Gibson et al. [1999] tem-
perature) and (2) oxygen and hydrogen concentrations are both
computed for a temperature close to that of coronal holes, in the
other limiting case.

In the slow wind at least out to 4 R�, protons and neutral hy-
drogen remain coupled, since charge exchange between hydro-
gen atoms and protons can be established in a time shorter than
the expansion time (Fig. 2). In order to compute conditions of
collisional equilibrium of O vi ions and protons (Fig. 3), deter-
mined by using the formulae by Spitzer (1962), oxygen abun-
dance is set equal to 5:3 ; 104 (von Steiger et al. 1995), a value
valid for the slow wind. The ratio between proton and electron
density is set equal to 0.83 for a fully ionized plasma with 10%
helium. When computing collisional equilibrium of the two spe-
cies, because of the uncertainty in the oxygen temperature, we
assume the observed oxygen and hydrogen kinetic temperatures
as limiting values for this quantity. In both cases the proton tem-
perature can be set equal to the hydrogen temperature. The ki-
netic temperature measures the width of the velocity distribution
of particles along the los,Tk ¼ (v21=empA)/2kB,where v1=e measures
the broadening of the los velocity distribution of the atoms/ions,
kB is the Boltzmann constant,mp is the proton mass, and A is the
atom/ion mass number (and not necessarily measures the particle
thermal conditions). According to the values Tk derived for the
slow wind plasma in Paper I, the O vi temperatures can be up to
1 order of magnitude higher than the hydrogen one; for instance,
at 3.5R� we find values of 4 ; 107 and 2 ; 106 K, for oxygen and
hydrogen, respectively. This is a reason to suggest that the ion

Fig. 1.—Electron density of the slow coronal wind flowing along the streamer
boundaries; the experimental values derived byAntonucci et al. (2005) are shown
as triangles.

Fig. 2.—Plasma timescales in the slow coronal wind observed outside the
streamer boundary for (1) O vi ionization equilibrium (the dashed line is com-
puted with coronal hole electron temperature extrapolated from David et al.
[1998] values, and the solid line is computed with streamer temperature as de-
rived by Gibson et al. [1999]); (2) hydrogen-proton charge exchange (diamonds
fitted by a dot-dashed curve); and (3) coronal expansion (circles).
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velocity distribution is anisotropic, as in the case of the fast wind
in the core of coronal holes, where extremely large velocity dis-
tribution are observed along the los (see Paper I ). The collisional
equilibrium timescale can then be considered delimited by two
curves in Figure 3 (solid lines), where the upper one corresponds
to ion temperature equal to kinetic temperature, and the lower
one corresponds to ion temperature equal to hydrogen temper-
ature. Figure 3 shows that almost out to 2.7 R� the slow wind
expansion time is not significantly shorter than the upper limit
for the collisional time; therefore, in this region oxygen ion and
proton populations are substantially in equilibrium. Farther out,
collisional equilibrium would be maintained only if oxygen and
proton/hydrogen temperatures were equal. This means that at
least up to about 2.7 R�, the values of O vi and proton collisional
timescales, combined with the fact that hydrogen and protons are
still coupled, ensure that oxygen and hydrogen are flowing out-
ward substantially at the same speedw. This implies that Doppler
shifts �k ¼ k0/cð Þw = n in equation (1) are the same for oxygen
and hydrogen.

4. ANALYSIS RESULTS

Due to the limitations imposed by the observational data avail-
able, it is possible to derive the oxygen abundance in the slow
coronal wind flowing around streamers only in a relatively wide
acceptance region. This is defined by assuming different velocity
distributions of the O vi ions and for the two limiting electron
temperatures used in the analysis. The abundance results aver-
aged over the observation sample are plotted in Figures 4 and 5,
in the hypothesis of anisotropic and isotropic ion velocity dis-
tribution, respectively. For the anisotropic case ( Fig. 4) the ion
temperature in the direction perpendicular to the los is set equal
to the proton temperature, while along the los it coincides with
the observed kinetic temperature. In the case of isotropy, Tk de-
scribes the width of the three-dimensional Maxwellian ion dis-
tribution ( Fig. 5). In each figure, the upper and lower curves are
derived by assuming the electron temperature equal to that found
in streamers and coronal holes, respectively. Thus the regionwithin
the two curves defines the uncertainty of the oxygen abundance
due to the fact that in the slow wind region temperature is not
yet directly measured. The abundance is compared with that of
the fast and slow heliospheric winds (dashed and dotted lines,
respectively) and of the streamer core (as derived by Marocchi

et al. [2001], dash-dotted line), where oxygen is highly depleted.
The errors of the fast and slow wind abundance are derived by
averaging the results obtained by von Steiger et al. (1995) forwind
speed between 800 and 880 and 370–450 km s�1, respectively.
The abundance results are clearly dependent on both the elec-

tron temperature and the anisotropy degree of the velocity dis-
tribution of oxygen ions in the slowly expanding coronal plasma.
We find that the oxygen concentration of the slow coronal wind
is consistent, within the statistical errors, with the heliospheric
values of the low-speed wind streams provided that (1) the elec-
tron temperature is intermediate between the limits used in the
analysis and (2) the oxygen ion velocity distribution is highly
anisotropic ( Fig. 4). It is interesting to note that lower down in
the atmosphere, at 1.8R�, the oxygen coronal abundance is close
to that of the fast wind. It then decreases with heliodistance to
reach the slow wind conditions beyond about 2 R�. If instead
an isotropic velocity distribution is assumed, the values falling
in the acceptance region, delimited by the curves derived for
the extreme coronal electron temperatures ( Fig. 5, circles), are

Fig. 3.—O vi and H ii collisional equilibrium (solid lines) compared with ex-
pansion (circles) and the hydrogen-proton charge exchange (diamonds) time-
scales in the regions of acceleration of the slow wind outside the streamer
boundary.

Fig. 4.—Oxygen abundance in the regions of slow expansion outside stream-
ers, obtained for anisotropic velocity distribution of the oxygen ions. The upper
and lower curves are obtained for the limits chosen for the slowwind temperature:
upper limit (streamer temperature) and lower limit (coronal hole temperature),
respectively.

Fig. 5.—Oxygen abundance in the regions of slow expansion outside
streamers, obtained for isotropic velocity distribution of the oxygen ions. The
upper and lower curves are obtained for the limits chosen for the slow wind tem-
perature: upper limit (streamer temperature) and lower limit (coronal hole tem-
perature), respectively.
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decreasing with height, and beyond 2 R� they become too low
to be consistentwith heliospheric composition. Furthermore, cooler
electron temperatures, such as those of coronal holes (Fig. 5, lower
curve), yield an abundance value decreasing at a higher rate with
height, which reaches at 2.7 R� the composition found in the core
of streamers.

We also derive the average oxygen abundance of the streamer
plasma confined inside the boundaries, for comparison with the
slow coronal wind composition ( Fig. 6; filled circles indicate the
results for anisotropic ion velocity distribution, and open circles
refer to the isotropic case). The results are obtained by adopting
the streamer density derived in Paper I and the electron tem-
perature derived by Gibson et al. (1999). When averaging over
the streamer region delimited by the boundaries, even if there the
plasma is not fully confined, static conditions are dominant. There-
fore the ion velocity distribution is expected to be isotropic, and
the values obtained in this case best represent the average oxy-
gen abundance in solar minimum quiescent streamers. Oxygen
abundance inside streamers is increasingly lower than the slow
wind value, and at 2.7 R� oxygen is depleted as in the streamer
core.

5. DISCUSSION

The coronal plasma flowing at low speed, 90 km s�1, along the
boundaries of a solar minimum streamer is characterized by an
oxygen abundance consistent, under plausible conditions, with
the slow wind composition observed in the heliosphere. This
consistency is found by applying the following constraints: (1) a
temperature in between that of coronal hole and streamers and
(2) an anisotropic ion velocity distribution ( Fig. 4). On the con-
trary, inside streamers the average oxygen abundance rapidly
falls with altitude, thus significantly diverging from the slow
wind composition ( Fig. 6). This rapid decrease with helio-
distance is in agreement with previous streamer analyses (e.g.,
Marocchi et al. 2001) and implies that a streamer cannot be a
substantial source of slow wind. Therefore these findings sub-
stantiate the conclusion that the narrow regions in the immediate
proximity of streamers are the dominant coronal sources of the
slow wind during solar minimum.

On the basis of the position of the lanes where the slow coronal
wind flows, externally to the streamer boundaries, and of the fact
that there the electron density is diverging from the fast wind
value only above 1.8 R�, it was suggested, in Paper I, that fast
and slow winds have a common origin in coronal holes. That is,

they share similar properties in the inner corona, but they dif-
ferentiate during propagation in the outer corona. This differ-
entiation predominantly occurs at the edges of a hole, where the
flow tubes are characterized by much larger expansion factors
due to the local magnetic topology. The present analysis supports
this interpretation, since also the conditions of the oxygen abun-
dance of the slow wind around 1.8 R� ( Fig. 4) are very close to
those found for the coronal and heliospheric fast wind [6:0 ;
10�4 (8.78), Antonucci & Giordano 2001; 6:3 ; 10�4 (8.8), von
Steiger et al. 1995]. The heliospheric slow wind value is reached
only farther out at a height of about 2 R�. Therefore we conclude
that core and edges of polar coronal holes, which show sub-
stantially the same physical properties at the base of the hole, do
indeed change during the propagation along magnetic field lines
of different divergence. Thus magnetic topology can be sug-
gested as an important factor in determining the physical con-
ditions of the expanding plasma in the outer corona, where solar
wind approaches the heliospheric regime. In particular, the large
expansion factors at the edges of coronal holes are intrinsically
related to the formation of the slow wind conditions, as sug-
gested on the basis of other considerations by Wang & Sheeley
(1990).

When the wind plasma is rising from the solar surface, ion
abundances can be modified by different processes, such as the
process leading to the FIP effect presumably at the chromo-
spheric level, Coulomb drag by part of protons, and gravitational
settling in the corona. On the other hand, when the coronal wind
expands into the heliosphere, its composition is substantially
retained. On this basis, the consistency of coronal and helio-
spheric oxygen abundance was imposed in the present analysis.
That is, consistencywas ensured by satisfying the following con-
straints on the plasma properties in the region where the slow
wind is accelerated: electron temperature has to be intermediate
between coronal hole, and streamer temperature and oxygen ion
velocity distribution has to be anisotropic, with enhanced broad-
ening along the los. This conclusion has important consequences,
since the inferred anisotropy can be interpreted as a signature of
energy deposition in analogy with the interpretation of similar
observations obtained in the core of coronal holes. In the fast
coronal wind, above 1.8 R� the observed ratios of the Doppler
dimmed O vi kk1032, 1037 intensities are indeed found to be
consistent with a coronal model only when this is characterized
by high anisotropy of the oxygen velocity distribution with en-
hanced broadening along the los. Hence the oxygen kinetic tem-
perature observed in the coronal fast wind, which, however, is
1 order of magnitude higher than in the slow wind (see Paper I ),
has been ascribed to a preferential acceleration of ions along the
los. Being the los roughly perpendicular to the simplified coronal
magnetic field existing during solar minimum, it follows that
oxygen ions are preferentially accelerated across the field, thus
indicating an energy deposition process in the fast wind acting in
that direction (e.g., Cranmer et al. 1999). In analogy with the fast
wind case, we obtain information on energy deposition that occurs
preferentially across the field also in the slow wind, although in
this case the lower kinetic temperatures observed indicate that
the process is less effective than in the fast wind. The above
discussion leads then to the conclusion that the same heating
process acting in the fast wind emerging from the core of holes,
also occurs in the slow wind flowing at the edges of a polar
coronal hole. The process, however, is less efficient, since in the
slow wind the oxygen kinetic temperature, signature of prefer-
ential acceleration across the magnetic field, remains approxi-
mately 1 order of magnitude lower at 2.0–2.7 R� than in the core
of coronal holes ( Paper I; Fig. 3). The abundance results thus

Fig. 6.—Average oxygen abundance in streamers. Filled circles refer to an-
isotropic ion velocity distribution, and open circles refer to the case of isotropy.
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confirm the suggestion put forward in Paper I that energy de-
position is occurring from the core to the edges of a coronal hole
according to the same process, but with a different efficiency.
This difference is very likely related to the local magnetic topol-
ogy, which significantly changes in the regions far from the core
of the hole, when approaching the streamer boundary. As far as
the mechanism for energy deposition is concerned, we expect
that the same process invoked for accelerating the fast wind,
which has been suggested to be wave dissipation via ion cy-
clotron resonance (Cranmer et al. 1999), is acting in the slow
wind. The discussion on the oxygen abundance of the plasma
expanding at slow speed in proximity of streamers then leads to
the conclusion that energy is deposited not only in the fast but

also in the slow coronal wind at the level of the outer corona, and
that the efficiency of the process is probably related to the local
magnetic topology, being more efficient in less divergent mag-
netic field lines.
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